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ABSTRACT
The current power system's automation and in
formalization have a significant impact on how well power plants
and systems operate. Building a stage for innovative cloud
assistances could aid in managing a power company. To implement
the functions of data sharing, intelligent management, and remote
support, three components—a data center, a monitoring system,
and a decision support system—have been built. The construction of
the innovative cloud assistance stage can improve the power
enterprise's overall efficiency and effectiveness, which aids in the
efficient running of the power stations and systems.
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INTRODUCTION
The intelligent enterprise is a trend that will be important in the present and the future given
the rapid development of information technology. The electrical power grid has a significant impact on
how people live their daily lives. The innovative cloud assistance stage should be built and used for
production, running, and management in order to ensure the smooth operation of the entire power
system. Numerous artificial intelligence algorithms, such as data backup, information monitoring, fault
diagnosis, anomaly detection, etc., have been used in past works to control the power system. [1] The
development of the innovative cloud assistance stage should make use of cutting-edge artificial
intelligence technology in order to further increase the level of automation of the power system. The
stage for innovation cloud assistances allows for the storage and sharing of data from many power
plants. In this approach, a more reliable model for managing the electricity system may be trained using
more historical data. Automatic monitoring of the stored data is possible through information detection
and classification. The innovation cloud assistance stage could notify the staff when there is an
irregularity in the data flows. The innovative cloud assistance stage may offer some workable solutions
to address the issues in the interim. Remote assistance was made possible for employees at several
locations by the innovation cloud assistance stage. In order to preserve the power system's seamless
operation, all the stations could be united. [2]
In this article, we investigate the development of an innovative cloud assistance stage for large
businesses. As a starting point, the goal of building the innovation cloud assistance stage is first
examined in light of the current power system's flaws. Then, the data center, monitoring system, and
decision support system are discussed as necessary combinations of the innovative cloud assistance
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stage. The three combinations each have a unique role to play in ensuring the smooth operation of the
entire power system. The data center houses all of the power plants' data flows. The monitoring system
then examines the data flows to identify anomalies and errors, enabling quick identification of potential
issues. The decision assistance system also offers workable solutions to the probable issues. Therefore,
the robustness and efficiency of the entire power system may be improved based on the innovative
cloud assistance stage. [3]
2. Aim of Innovation Cloud Assistance Stage:
The innovative cloud assistance stage is designed to increase the power system's overall
efficiency and effectiveness. Data exchange, intelligent management, and remote assistance may be
summed up as the major goals of the innovative cloud assistance stage. [4]
Data sharing:
There is a lot of data in the power system due to the quickly expanding number of power
stations and power systems. As a result, it is important to share data from various stations and systems
in order to considerably enhance the historical data already accessible. The innovative cloud assistance
stage is designed to organize and manage data. Additionally, the data can be shared and used by many
power plants and systems. Data sharing is hence the fundamental purpose of the stage for built-in
innovative cloud assistances. [4]
Intelligent management:
The power system generates a lot of data, which needs to be managed wisely to increase
efficiency. The first step is to categories the data flows into different groups, such as hardware
information, software information, network information, etc. Each category's data flow is examined and
identified so that any anomalies may be found and located right away. The system examines the
discovered issues in further detail and determines their characteristics. [5]
Remote support:
It is challenging to get the power stations to function as a unit because they may be distributed
across different places. The innovative cloud assistance stage is designed to integrate all the systems
and power plants so they may work together as a single unit. Each power plant processes the data in its
own manner. The station may notify other stations of an abnormality once it occurs. Additionally, many
stations could assist one another in handling the issue. As a result, the discovered issue can be resolved
effectively. [6]
3. Construction of Innovation Cloud Assistance Stage:
Data center:
Some functional components need to be constructed and run in order for the innovation cloud
assistance stage to achieve its goals. The innovation cloud assistance stage's data center, which saves
the data from various power plants and systems, is a crucial part of the stage. Additionally, all of the
data has been divided into a number of categories to increase management effectiveness. The beneficial
historical data for future use should be preserved apart from the effective data. [7]
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Figure: Construction of the innovation cloud assistance stage
Monitoring system:
The innovative cloud assistance stage, which analyses data flows from the data center, also
depends on the monitoring system. The data is analyzed and the anomaly is found using artificial
intelligence algorithms. Additionally, the model developed using past data is used to identify the faults
that have been found. Potential issues with the power stations and systems could be identified early
thanks to the monitoring system. In the meantime, the data center is updated to improve its historical
data using the issues that were discovered. [8]
Decision support system:
The innovative cloud assistance stage includes a decision support system to help manage any
issues that may arise with data flows from power plants and other systems. The artificial intelligence
that was used to construct the decision support system was capable of training itself using a vast
amount of historical data. The monitoring system's detected problems can be quickly categorized based
on the trained model. The system can then offer the employees the appropriate solutions in accordance
with the problem's label. [9]
4. CONCLUSION:
The development of the innovation cloud assistance stage is examined in this research. Data
exchange, intelligent management, and remote support can be used to sum up the key goals of the
innovation innovation cloud assistance stage. The development of the data center, monitoring system,
and decision support system is necessary to meet these goals. The seamless operation of the entire
power system is achieved by the three systems working together. More high-performance technologies
could be used to build the innovation innovation cloud assistance stage as artificial intelligence
advances.
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